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Learning to play an instrument can be compared to learning a foreign language. It takes time and dedicated practice 
to see any success. As a parent, you can help your child by insisting that they stay committed with a long-term goal in 

sight. Generally, it takes at least 1-2 years to see achievement on any instrument. Stay the course and don't let your child 
give up! They will thank you for the rest of their life if you help them stick with it. A favorite quote is “I am not telling you 

it is going to be easy. I am telling you it’s going to be worth it. 

Encourage Daily Practice
If at all possible, encourage your child's practice time to be at the same time and place every day. 

Daily practice should be like brushing your teeth, seamlessly fitting into the daily routine. 

Provide a Designated Practice Space
It is helpful if you encourage your child to have a space designated for practice, away from distraction, electronic devices and

other family members. Keeping your child's instrument in a space where it isn't easily forgotten is also helpful. 

Be an Active Participant
Your child will be more likely to practice efficiently and regularly if you take an active interest in what they are doing. Pull up a 

chair and listen to them at least a couple days a week, away from electronic devices. Ask them questions such as what they are 
working on, what parts are the most challenging for them, their favorite song or scale, etc. 

Have Patience & A Positive Attitude
One of the most helpful (and most challenging) things to do is to have patience and a positive attitude as
your child practices their instrument. You will hear many terrible and unrecognizable tunes as your child 

begins practicing their instrument regularly in the early stages. Remember, with dedicated and FREQUENT 
practice, this too shall pass! Sooner than later, your child will be a virtuoso!

Get Involved & Stay Informed
The best way to stay involved is to follow you child's music program social media pages and read email correspondence 

from your child’s director. Many programs offer booster club memberships and volunteer opportunities, so 
please lend a helping hand whenever possible. Running a school music program takes a village!

Listen to Quality Music
The best way for your child to learn what a good, characteristic tone on their instrument sounds like

is to listen to quality music and performing artists. Need some recommendations? 
Check out these Woodwind, Brass and Percussion YouTube playlists. 

Attend Live Performances
Hearing and experiencing live musical performances is inspiring to young musicians. Is there a local symphony 

or community ensemble in your area? Consider taking your child to a performance or watching one online. Do you attend your
local HS concerts and competitions? If not, consider giving them the opportunity  to meet other musicians and possibly their

future directors.  Your child will be motivated to see what may be in their future if they stay committed to their music program!  
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Practice Quotes

Every great musician was once a beginner.

I an not telling you it is going to be easy.  
I am telling you it’s going to be worth it.

First you have to want it- THEN the work begins!!!

It takes a long time to sound like yourself – Miles Davis

Keep working—one day it will happen!

We are what we repeatedly do. 
Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.

I can’t do it … YET

It isn’t hard, it’s new. Practice makes it not new.

If you wanna be good at golf, go play golf. If you wanna be good 
at your instrument, go play your instrument.

Hard work beats talent when talent doesn’t work hard. 
– Tim Notke

That’s not hard, you just haven’t practiced it enough yet.

“Almost right” is “wrong.”

Perfect practice makes progress.

Practice makes improvement. No one is perfect.
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Thank you for supporting your fellow 
band directors.  Please do not share or 

copy outside of your band program 
or your personal teaching.

Thank you!
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Thank you for purchasing from
BAND DIRECTORS TALK SHOP!

We hope you and your students 
enjoy this item.
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